
Bringing your favorite sidewalk café to your cup.

Every time you brew one of our delicious Blue Sky Roastery coffee blends, you’ll have 

a little taste of fresh-brewed elegance in every sip. Each of the unique blends give you 

everything you would expect from your favorite cafe coffee – at a fraction of the price.

Why choose Blue Sky Roastery Coffee?
It’s Convenient. Blue Sky Roastery’s line of coffee blends has been designed as an option for 
our customers who are needing fewer cases than our normal minimum order requirements. 
But the range of blends, package sizes, and pricing will hit every point of customer demand.

Our Committment to Quality. At Blue Sky Roastery, we fresh roast only the highest quality, 
carefully selected coffee beans to their peak flavor to ensure every cup you brew maintains 
the fresh-from-the-roaster taste. Our employees are dedicated, coffee enthusiasts who infuse 
personal attention and diligence into every order. Plus, our exceptional quality control process 
means your coffee will be consistent in taste and color with every order.

Service & Ordering Your Way. To fit your schedule! We can set delivery to bi-weekly,
monthly, or you can order as you need your coffees. By ordering on your

custom online portal with www.ocs-express.com. You will also be able to
order items not just for coffee needs, but also have access to drinks 

and snacks.

Like us on Facebook

Blue Sky Roastery coffee will be your choice for gourmet coffee every time.

BLUE SKY ROASTERY

To find out how to get gourmet coffee delivered to your door, 
call Blue Sky at 918.599.9100.



BLUE SKY ROASTERY BLEND DESCRIPTIONS

On the web at:
   www.BlueSkySupply.net     Call us:

    918.599.9100     Email us:
   info@BlueSkySupply.net

Regular Blends
Dark Estate: A variety of complementing beans blended together with a darker 

roasted coffee to produce a cup that has just enough of a darker roasted cup 

with a little more kick than one of our regular House Blends.

Donut Shop Blend:  One of our most popular blends, the Donut Shop blend 

is 100% Arabica beans that will remind you of your favorite diner or donut 

shop fresh brewed coffee.

Colombian Blend: With its refreshing aroma, medium body and acidity with just a touch of richness, 

every cup brewed with this blend will be delicious.

Bonfire Roast: Blended from Central and South American coffee beans perfectly roasted to yield 

a delicious, satisfying brew. A medium to darker roast develops the beans to their fullest flavor 

yielding a lively and sweet cup.

Decaf Blends
Decaf Blend: We pick only the highest quality beans and roast them with care to give you this 

medium roast coffee. Don’t let the lack of caffeine fool you. This blend has an intense aroma and 

full-bodied flavor.

Try These Flavored Coffees – 

French Vanilla
Crafty Caramel
Classic Hazelnut
Cinnamon Hazelnut
Chocolate Raspberry 

Highlander Grogg
Chocolate Almond
Cinnamon Stick
Irish Creme

Southern Pecan
Jamacian Me Crazy 
Vanilla Nut
Chocolate Macadamia

We also offer a variety of regular and seasonal flavored 
coffee option. Please contact us for additional details.




